MISSION STATEMENT

American Martyrs School, a Catholic parish school united with our Catholic community, celebrates the unique gifts of every person and fosters life-long faith, academic excellence, and an inner drive to serve others.

PHILOSOPHY

American Martyrs School affirms the dignity and goodness of all of God’s children from pre-kindergarten through eighth grade. The faculty, staff and administration of AMS assist parents in their responsibility for the Catholic education of their children.

AMS provides an environment for practicing our Catholic faith and celebrating the Church’s liturgical life with the guidance of our pastor and the Archdiocese of Los Angeles.

AMS recognizes each child’s role as a citizen of the world by fostering life-long Catholic leadership, academic excellence with standards-based curriculum, individual personal integrity, awareness of moral and social concerns, and service to others.

SCHOOL-WIDE LEARNING EXPECTATIONS

faith
Students know, practice and live their Catholic faith.

excellence
Students strive to reach their full potential by always putting forth their best effort.

service
Students develop compassion, conscience and empathy for the needs of local and global communities.

integrity
Students are honest and adhere to moral and ethical principles.
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Our school has been blessed with many wonderful gifts, experiences, and accomplishments. I would like to thank you, our school community, for your ongoing support as we continue to live out our American Martyrs School Vision.

A special thank you to the American Martyrs School Board, and the leadership of School Board President Paul Stansbury. The school board has been instrumental in guiding and supporting the AMS administration throughout the Vision implementation.

Thank you to the American Martyrs Parent Association led by Mary Coelho-Wood. Your gifts of time, talent, and treasure have contributed to the growth of our students and greater school community.

Thank you to the AMS faculty and staff for the tremendous job you do educating our students. The talent and dedication you have demonstrated during the implementation of our AMS Vision has been and continues to be exemplary.

Thank you to the American Martyrs parents for your continued partnership as we minister to the faith formation, academic development, and social-emotional needs of our students.

During the 2017-2018 academic year, a greater focus was placed on the social-emotional learning of all students. As a school, we seek to educate the whole child intellectually, spiritually, morally, emotionally, creatively, socially and physically. We strive to provide an educational environment that systematically considers school culture, curriculum, instructional strategies, family engagement, critical thinking and social-emotional wellness as factors supporting the growth of our children.

Thank you to Msgr. John Barry for your ongoing support and love to our entire school community. Your leadership is a blessing to us each and every day.

AMS is an extraordinary community. We can all be proud of what it stands for, and the job it does educating our students. It is a great pleasure and blessing to have the opportunity to serve this community!

Blessings,

Camryn Friel

Camryn Friel, Ed.D.
American Martyrs Parents and Friends,

On behalf of the American Martyrs School Board, I want to commend the faculty, staff and administration for their dedication, commitment, and efforts to fulfill the mission of our wonderful school over the 2017-2018 school year. The progress American Martyrs School has made in achieving its Vision and continuing improvements are remarkable. Your support of the faculty staff and administration, the dedicated efforts of the wonderful students, and of course the leadership of our pastor, were critical to the success of our faith-based American Martyrs School in 2017-2018.

The 2017-2018 Annual Report reflects the continued progress in the fulfillment of the AMS Vision. For those families who may be new to the school and parish, our Pastor Msgr. Barry and Principal Dr. Friel began a strategic planning process for the school in 2013. This process included the board, school administration, faculty and staff, parents, and many stakeholders which resulted in the AMS Vision. As of 2017-2018, the fourth year of the Vision strategic plan, almost all goals have been achieved or are continuing to be fulfilled.

More specifically in 2017-2018, the Board focused on one of the remaining unmet Vision goals in the area of Educating the Whole Child. Under the leadership of Tim Bersin, a committee of faculty and board members selected two social-emotional learning programs, pilot tested the two programs, made presentations to parents, and selected the Mind Up program for implementation in the 2018-2019 school year. American Martyrs school has always strived to celebrate the unique gifts of every person. Mind Up aims to implement a research-based curriculum where students identify and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, and feel and show empathy for others in a more intentional and conscious manner.

American Martyrs School also became part of the South Bay Families Connected network. Martyrs Families Connected is a valuable online resource for school and parents as they confront the challenges school-aged children encounter. Thanks to School Board member Monica Lucenti for taking the lead in linking American Martyrs to this valuable resource.

As part of the academic excellence mission and an example of the continuing efforts to evaluate and improve, a workshop on the mathematics curriculum was held during the year. As many of you know, the mathematics curriculum has been a long standing matter of discussion. At a special curriculum meeting, a panel of high school teachers and counselors confirmed that American Martyrs was following recommended practices in preparing
its students for high school and college. We learned how testing was used to help students achieve their potential and guide curriculum. Also, with regard to academic excellence, the American Martyrs School Board was pleased to have confirmed through student testing and analysis of the test results that our students were performing as well if not better than students from neighboring schools.

Further, a tremendous thank you to the efforts of the Advancement Department and Committee. The Annual Giving Campaign continues to provide resources necessary to the pursuit of our mission, support of academic excellence, hiring and retention of faculty, integration of technology in the curriculum, and access to our parish school for all through financial assistance.

Finally, a special effort was made this year to remind, reflect and renew our commitment that American Martyrs is a faith based school. The importance of the commitment of families to that end was reviewed in focus groups and in surveys. All the goals of the Vision for American Martyrs School are based on this commitment of the faculty, staff, administration and families. The wonderful and joyful spirit of AMS students are a result of this faith-based school commitment.

I am sure you will find this Annual Report very informative. Please take the time to study and reflect on this annual report and how we can renew our commitment to the mission and philosophy of American Martyrs School. The AMS Board meetings are announced in the school bulletin and time is reserved at the beginning of meetings for parents to come and address any questions or concerns. My thanks to the 2017-2018 Board members for their contributions, commitment and participation. Thanks to the leadership of Dr. Camryn Friel, her leadership team, the faculty and staff, AMPA, and all those volunteers and families who have made the success of our school possible and “celebrated the unique gifts of every person” in our faith based school.

Paul Stansbury

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS 2017 — 2018

Chris Brown
John Chavez
Mary Coelho-Wood
Lora Dapoz
Michele Donohoe
Kristopher Knowles
Monica Lucenti
Katie Majcher
Wendy McLaughlin
Lynn Messenger
Erika Muhlfeld
Edna Murphy
Nancy Novokmet
Vanessa Reyes-Smith
Paul Stansbury
Monica Tucker
Kathy Zinsli

Ex Officio
Msgr. John Barry
Tim Bersin
Camryn Friel
Beth Hirschmann
Emily Paz
Patti Williams
We are very lucky to have had Esteban Martinez, the AMS custodian, with us for so long. This June will mark his 30th year at American Martyrs, and we hope for many more. Mr. Martinez lived in Mexico during his childhood. He finished junior high, but not high school because he was working. He moved to Los Angeles when he was 18 and took ESL classes.

Mr. Martinez first became interested in AMS when one of his brothers worked here as a landscaper. He was working at a restaurant already when his brother told him about the job.

Mr. Martinez explains, “They needed some employees and were hiring people, so he called me and I came here.” He began working at AMS when he was 29. He worked by himself for 18 years, until AMS hired John Buruca. Now we also have Jose Iturbide.

Mr. Martinez’s everyday routine goes something like this: he wipes down the lunch tables, then cleans up ECC, then cleans the bathrooms, and finally picks up trash and helps the other custodians with the classrooms.

American Martyrs has grown over the years, but luckily we have great people like Mr. Martinez that have stayed with us all this time. It is amazing how passionate Mr. Martinez is about his job. Not so many people love their job just as much as he does.

Mr. Martinez says, “I feel so happy at AMS and enjoy all these nice kids and people.” He is staying here for now, but is thinking of retiring in the next five years, considering he is 59. We wish Mr. Martinez a great next five years, and many more for him. He is a fantastic person, and we are honored having him at our school.
Born and raised in the 100-person town of Seward, Kansas, Betty Seth always had a positive, cheerful outlook on life. Betty was 11 when her beloved sister, Judy, left home to pursue a career with TWA and opened Betty’s heart to a yearning to someday live in California. Betty spent her early professional years caring for her aging mother, raising her son, Cameron, and educating hundreds of children. In her local Catholic school, she served as a teacher for 5 years and as an administrator for ten years. Moving on, she went into the public school sector in Great Bend, where she taught for another 3 years and again filled an administrative role for 15 years.

Facing changes in her family situation, Betty took the opportunity to fulfill her life-long dream and decided to move out to California. Her sister Judy was her lifeline and so she found herself situated in Manhattan Beach with Judy and Tom, her husband. Looking for a teaching opportunity, she met with Msgr. Barry and Mrs. McLaughlin and began her 18-year career at American Martyrs.

Ask Betty about her years teaching at AMS, and she lights up with joy. She had a goal to be the best person and best teacher she could be and the opportunity to bring that to the 5th graders over the years. She more than fulfilled her goals. Strengthened by her Faith, encouraged by her colleagues, set in a beautiful spot, and rooted in the needs of her students, she never regretted a day of teaching. Betty loves to have her former students come by and say, “Hi,” and AMS has become just another part of her family.

She also found the love of her life and a true partner in her husband, Al. With retirement, Betty and Al plan to travel extensively, spend time enjoying their friends, and just taking time to be together. Betty has a long bucket list of places she hopes to see and plans to visit much more often her grandchildren in Colorado. In Betty’s words, like another impressive girl from Kansas, “She clicked her heels and found herself home.”
Mustang Ambassadors are a group of 8th graders who represent American Martyrs by facilitating tours for prospective parents. Mustang Ambassadors was a great way for us to improve our public speaking skills, meet new people, and represent our school. It was a valuable educational experience that will stay with us beyond our years at American Martyrs School.

We were thrilled to find out we were becoming the first Mustang Ambassadors back at the end of seventh grade. For our first tour in the beginning of the year, we were nervous but so excited to show off our school to the new parents. It was a wonderful experience to have and we feel that it has made our eighth grade year memorable. Participating in Mustang Ambassadors has had a tremendous impact on us and has given us some very helpful advice going into high school. It is bittersweet for us to pass on the mantle to the incoming seventh grade Ambassadors, but recognize the amazing feeling that is knowing we have made our mark on the school that means so much to us all.

“I didn’t expect to be that much help to prospective parents, but I was!”
— David White

“I didn’t appreciate the school as much until they started asking questions and I started realizing how lucky and fortunate I am to be at the school.”
— Megan Verbiest

“It was uplifting to see perspective parents impressed by our knowledge of our school.”
— Clara Mangali
“It was a great way to share what I love about the school.”
— OLIVIA GUILFORD

“Parents were impressed by our Spanish program and by the school’s technology like the Smart Boards, chromebooks, and tech lab.”
— LAUREN MCDONALD

“Giving tours gave me a greater appreciation of our campus.”
— TREvor VERBIEST

“It was an empowering experience that let me grow as a leader.”
— CHARLIE MAJCHER

“I enjoyed becoming more involved in the school and meeting the new parents.”
— COLIN JACOBS

“It taught me public speaking skills.”
— JAKE NORTON

“I loved being able to talk about the school and show people why AMS is great.”
— SABRINA LOPEZ

“I learned so much about what’s going on at the school.”
— ISABEL WILMOT
FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT

RECEIPTS
- Tuition and Fees: 84.6%
- AMPA: 4.7%
- Restricted Donations: 2.2%
- Unrestricted Donations: 7.2%
- Other Income: 0.9%
- American Martyrs Parish Support: 0.5%

DISBURSEMENTS
- Salaries & Related Costs: 85.3%
- Student Activities & Supplies: 3.2%
- Educational Materials: 2.7%
- Operational Expenses: 4.1%
- Classroom & Office Equipment: 1.4%
- Other Educational Expenses/Capital Expenditures: 3.3%
As I reflect on the 2017-18 school year, there is immense gratitude for the support of the AMS community. Our AMPA board, event chairs and AMS parent volunteers continue to impress me with their diligence and commitment to our school. It is through their efforts that AMPA’s service, community building and fundraising projects have made such a significant impact on our school community. All parents commit to one service commitment per year, but many take on more than one project. Additionally, volunteer opportunities like Teacher Appreciation Lunch, Donut Sunday and Catholic Schools Week could not happen without the support of our amazing, dedicated parents.

In 2017-18, we had our first outdoor movie night, which was a wonderful, community-building event for AMS families. This family event was a fun way to kick off the school year as we come together after summer break. The 2017-18 school year also included our two major fundraisers, Sophisticated Snoop, which celebrated its 45th anniversary and our annual Golf Tournament. Thanks to all who participated in these events and look for changes in the Golf Tournament for 2019. Additionally for the 2018-19 academic year, we look forward to our 2nd annual Movie Night as well as the return of the AMPA Parent Party.

It is because of your ongoing support of our AMPA projects and events that we were able to raise $145,000 to help offset the operating costs of our school. Thank you for your commitment to your children’s Catholic education. It is though this commitment that we model to our children what it means to be a follower of Christ.

With Gratitude,

Mary Coelho-Wood
AMPA President 2017-18
AMERICAN MARTYRS PARENT ASSOCIATION

AMPA Fundraising Events

Christmas Wreaths
**CHAIRS:** Foti and Andrea Defterios
**HELD:** November-December
**RAISED:** $3,720

2018 5K Run
**CHAIRS:** Brian Friel and Brian Tinker
**HELD:** February 24th
**RAISED:** $17,371

2018 Golf Tournament
**CHAIRS:** Julie Austin, Carrie Hayes, Patricia Jones, and Stacy Verbiest
**HELD:** April 30th at Palos Verdes Golf Club
**RAISED:** $23,177

Dine-Out & Shopping Events
**CHAIR:** Susan Wildes
**HELD:** May 18th - 20th
**RAISED:** $4,712

2018 Home Tour
**CHAIR:** Deb Walmer
**HELD:** May 18th - 20th
**RAISED:** $95,721

SCRIP
**CHAIR:** Anne Riordan
**RAISED:** $125,000

Community Building Events

Christmas Market
**CHAIRS:** Jen Caras and Beth Rager
**HELD:** December 11th & 12th

Catholic Schools Week
**CHAIRS:** AMPA Board
**HELD:** January 28th - February 3rd

Movie Night
**CHAIR:** Jen Atler
**HELD:** October 6th
As Catholics, we are called to share the blessings given to us with others. At American Martyrs School, we are fortunate to be part of a community in which time, talent and treasure are ever present. Volunteerism and parent involvement are the lifeblood of AMS and integral to the many programs across campus that enhance the life of our community. The generosity of our families and friends further strengthens our programs and our ability to fulfill our mission to provide the foundation for our students to become compassionate Catholic leaders of the future. We thank all those whose selfless philanthropy has helped to further strengthen our school and advance AMS.

**Advancement Department & Committee Members**

- **AMS Principal**: Camryn Friel
- **Advancement Coordinator, AMS School Board Member**: Katie Majcher
- **Committee Members**
  - Mrs. Lisa Baker
  - Mr. Pat Barrella
  - Mrs. Beth Bayerd
  - Mrs. Julie Brawn
  - Mr. Jake Capps
  - Mr. Mark Jacobs
  - Mrs. Christine Mancini
  - Mr. Pat McCloskey
  - Mr. James Muhlfeld
  - Dr. Scott Racket
  - Mr. Chris Simms
  - Mrs. Melissa Steinbeck
  - Mrs. Audra Steller
  - Mrs. Maggie Toner
  - Mrs. Molly Ursini
  - Mrs. Colleen Wagner
  - Mrs. Meghan Walsh
  - Mr. Jeff Welch
  - Mrs. Candice Witek

**2017-2018 Annual Giving Campaign**

The Annual Giving Campaign provides immediate unrestricted, budgetary support for all of American Martyrs School’s operations and particularly for the hiring and retention of an excellent faculty and campus environment enhancement. Tuition alone does not cover the full amount needed to run AMS each year. Our goal this year was **100%** participation and we received donations from **58%** of our AMS families. We would like to thank all our parents, grandparents, faculty, staff and friends whose support of AMS through this year’s Annual Giving Campaign resulted in raising an impressive **$377,330**!
AMS Scholarship Fund

American Martyrs School firmly believes in ensuring access to Catholic education regardless of financial ability. Our school has a long-standing tradition of providing tuition assistance for families in need who strengthen and enrich our community. Historically, tuition assistance was paid entirely from the school’s operating budget.

We would like to thank those families who also decided to contribute to this very important and necessary effort and helped raise a total of $66,400. This amount includes $30,000 from the four year anonymous pledge of $120,000 given in 2016. The Scholarship Fund helped support the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Given in Tuition Assistance</th>
<th>Number of Families/Students Assisted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017-2018 $345,375</td>
<td>44 FAMILIES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Advancement Event

**Grandparents and Special Friends Day**

**CHAIRS:** Beth Bayerd and Amanda Welch  
**HELD:** May 12th

This year on May 12th we celebrated our second annual Grandparents and Special Friends Day. We welcomed grandparents and friends of AMS students to experience the amazing place that is our school. At this year’s event we welcomed approximately 500 guests to campus to share faith-filled experiences and presentations as well as tours of classrooms and labs.
With sincere gratitude we recognize the parents, alumni, grandparents, faculty and staff, and foundations who generously contributed to the 2017-2018 Annual Giving Campaign.

Current AMS Families

John and Jennifer Adams
Richy and Hilda Agajanian
Elizabeth Alexander
Paul and Elizabeth Allyn
Fernando and Myrna Almodovar
Alejandra Amarilla
Jennifer Atler and Nick Ammazzalorso
William Anderson
Rico and Jenny Attanasio
  In Memory of Dorothy Higi
Amy Bailey
Richard and Kelly Balue
David and Lisa Baker
Christopher and Lory Barra
Pat and Kate Barrera
Jesse and Meghan Basarab
John and Mollie Baumer
Douglas and Elizabeth Bayerd
Joseph and Alison Becker
Kevin and Vicki Bernard
David and Amanda Bernier
Corey Henkle and Michael Blake
David Blood
Michael and Natalie Blumfield
Gregg ‘85 and Sequoia Boehm
Damien and Julie Bonenfant
Douglas and Julie Brawn
Chris and Jenny Brearton
Chris and Mary Beth Brown
John and Samantha Buchanan
Jerry and Kristina Buczek
Gina Olesa and Luca Buoncristiano
Gregory and Nicole Burelli
James and Kristina Cappetta
Jacob and Nikki Capps
William and Christina Caras
Brian and Teresa Carlson
Brian and Shari Carroll
Evan and Amanda Cascio
Robert and Shannon Castellani
Wilbert and Katherine Chicas
John and Catherine Cobb
Sterling and Catherine Coberly
Jeffrey and Caroline Cook
Ted and Ashley Cordova
Kevin and Lisa Cornelhl
Nicholas and Linda Cote
Bill and Elise ‘90 Crader
Benjamin and Silvia Cruz
Carey Cullinane
Bryan and Monica Dean

Francesca Piumetti and Arthur Khachatourians
Robert and Genaide Kilduff
George and Tonia Kilroy
Bill and Andrika King
Bernadette Kirkpatrick
Bill and Kelly Kotzman
Kameron Krause
Eric and Mary Kutsenda
Trevor and Lyn Labuschagne
Chris and Ellen Lauricella
Jacqueline Leanza
Joel and Nicolette Lenzini
Jeff and Sylvia Lesage
Charles and Teal Levine
Peter and Maria Loisides
Johnny and Lisa Lopez
Jim and Nicola Lowrey
Vincent and Sandra Lucido
Geoffrey and Lizette Ludwig
Matthew and Michele Lyman
Joshua and Naomi Mack
Curt and Kerry Mahoney
Stan and Katie Majcher
Rob and Christine Mancini
Erick and Jennifer Mangali
Anna Kapetanakos and Matthew Marca
Kyle and Alanna Matthews
Rob and Margi McCausland
Jed and Colleen McCarthy
Patrick and Jennifer McCloskey
Kevin McConahey
Chris and Aarti Mcclosh
Megan Judge and Ron Melendez
Joseph and Ana Melika
Martin and Malia Melvin
Joel and Michelle Messenger
Jason and Katy ‘85 Metoyer
  In Memory of Barry Bolger
Rob and Jeanet Mika
Ralph and Micah Modugno
Michael and Melanie Molinari
Mark ’77 and Daniella Mondello
Tom and Jackie Morley
James and Erika Muhfeld
Paul and Mary Mullenhoff
Cameron and Christy Myronowicz
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Current AMS Families

Stephen and Lilla Nash
Kurt and Michele Neesley
Jim and Gretchen Newman
Robert and Kathleen Nickell
Eduardo and Emily Nochez
Tom and Lynn Norton
Mike and Erika Nutting
Quinn ’82 and Eloise O’Donnell
Christina Pickart and Kevin Olson
Tony and Monique Owen
In Honor of Jeralyn Parish Burell
Matthew and Allison Parlee
Joe Pastore
Paul and Kristin Penney
Steven and Jessica Parish
Mark and Megan Pfaff
Thomas and Erin Pieronek
John and Larisa Plaga
Christopher and Marianne Porner
Steve and Holly Prieto
Richard and Linda Quiroga
Scott and Mylien Rackett
Jeffrey ’85 and Beth Rager
John and Shelley Ramirez
Perry and Jill Reel
David and Ginny Renke
Richard and Corina Rinaldi

In Honor of 5th and 2nd Grade
Chuck and Molly Ursini
Peter and Rebecca van de Ven
John and Suzanne Vancura
Bego and Terry Velesiosit
Jon and Stacy Verbist
Toni Knight and Anthony Vinciguerra
Chris ’92 and Colleen Wagner
Dan ’82 and Meghan Walsh
Jeffrey and Amanda Welch
Mark and Kate Welte
William and Emily Whalen
John and Dawn Wilcox
Ross and Jennifer Wilson
Mike and Tammy Winn
Brandon and Candice ’92 Witek
Mary Coelho and Daniel Wood
Patrick ’82 and Janette Wood
Wendy Word
Chris and Margaret Wright
Patrick and Elizabeth Wuebben
Teresa Zauner
Ian and Jennifer Zieger

Grandparents & Special Friends

Anonymous
Anonymous
Robert and Chery Baker
Tom and Margot Barron
James and Elizabeth Beckwith
In Memory of Pat Beckwith
Audrey Bowers
James and Corey Bouvet
Karen Boyle
Frank Brannen
Alan Brown
Dino Burelli
In Memory of Helen Burelli
Lisa Burelli
Mark Burton
Theresa Cantine
Thomas and Martha Churchill
John and Veronica Coelho
Patrick and Betsy Collins
Mary Diels
Thomas and Patricia Donahue
George and Genny Fansmith
John and Anne Fraher
Brian and Camryn Frield
Carl Gillingham
Karen Goodall
Robert Greenberg
Jay and Susie Harkenrider
Roger and Kathy Harms
Joseph and Mary Heffernan
Gary Henry
Frank Heyming
Ellie Holm
Yvonne Holt
Michael Houterman
Esther Hsu
Bob and Norma Hucul
James and Shirley Ann Hurley
Christine Hyde
Kelley James
Jarvis and Sandra Justus
Joyce Kelly
Jennifer Kerwin
Prentiss and Marcia Knowlton
Francis Lauricella
Bernard and Joan Lesage
Juan and Dalia Lopez
Jean Maloney
Edward McCarthy
Sandy McCorkle

In Honor of 5th and 2nd Grade
Tom and Carol McGarry
Catherine McMahon
Veronica and Jim McMahon
Jane McNeil
Richard Meehan
Lynn Messenger
Gregory and Doris Morton
Mary Muiller
Edward and Nancy ’59 Myska
Steve and Nancy Novokmet
Jeanette O’Donnell
In Memory of John R. O’Donnell
Gerald and Cherry Olson
Dino and Anita Pesto
Judith Petroni
Karen Plut
Brian and Colette Quinn
Zofia Radecki
Nelson and Yoland Rocha
Rick and Rita Rocha
Michael and Carol Rosiecki
Dorothy Rumsay
William and Betty Sawin
Ted and Rosario Schroeder
Nancy Sheehan-Gladheim
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James Sievers
Thomas and Maggie Simms
Paul and Nancy Stansbury
Bob and Linda Tepstein
Eileen Tremonti
Aurora Vitar
Stephen and Barbara Voors
Patrick and Ellie Welch
Fred and Rossanna Whiteley
Harold and Ursula Williams
Larry and Debbie Witek
Mark ‘56 and Sharon Wood

AMS Scholarship Fund

American Martyrs School recognizes and thanks the following families for their donations that helped to establish the AMS Scholarship Fund:

Anonymous
Jenny and Rico Attanasio
Jeffrey and Lori Greenberg
Rick Humphrey
Mark and Kelly Jacobs
Kellbar Foundation
Kristopher and Fatima Knowles
Mary Laing
Jon Rager
David and Ginny Renke
John and Heather Rezner
Adam and Monica Rossi
John and Leah Schueller
Clyde and Mary Smith
Joseph and Dolores Spencer
In Memory of Valerie C. Spencer
Dan and Kim Stillwell

Foundation & Matching Gifts

AT&T Services, Inc
The Boeing Company Gift Match
The Capital Group Companies Charitable Foundation
Delta Air Lines Foundation
Edison International
A Grateful Greenberg Fund
Hasso Serrano Foundation
The Kula Foundation
Morgan Stanley Foundation
Northrop Grumman Foundation
Toyota Matching Gifts to Education
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
Wells Fargo Foundation Educational Matching Gifts Program
In compiling this report we have made every effort to ensure it is accurate and complete. Please contact the Advancement Office regarding any omissions or errors. The 2017-2018 fiscal year ran from July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018. Gifts received after June 30, 2018 will be included in the 2018-2019 report.